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Aon’s Insights 

Top Food, Agribusiness and Beverage Industry 

Challenges

1
Commodity Price 

Risk or Scarcity

of Materials

2
Supply Chain 

or Distribution 

Failure

3
Business 

Interruption

4
Cyber Attack or

Data Breach

5
Climate Change

6
Weather or 

Natural Disasters

7
Damage to 

Reputation or 

Brand

8
Regulatory or

Legislative 

Changes

9
Failure to Attract 

or Retain Top 

Talent

10
Product Liability or 

Recall

Current Top 10 Risks

3Source: Aon Global Risk Management Survey Results 2023
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Today’s Landscape
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Cyber Is a Very Real Threat for the Food, Agribusiness and Beverage 

Industry
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Question 1: Are these examples representative of the Cyber threats 

faced by your business? 
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Industry Context

Today’s Landscape: Food, Agribusiness & Beverage 

Operational 

resilience of 

digital 

infrastructure
1. Artificial intelligence (AI)

2. the internet of things (IoT) 

Five Key Converging Factors of Digital Transformation

Renewed 

focus on food 

quality 

management 
A growth in the use of sensor 

technology which can 

monitor and correct 

conditions during storage 

and transportation.

Production, 

logistics and 

warehousing 

automation
Automation with driverless 

trucks and autonomous 

mobile warehouse robotics.

Data 

collection 

expanding at 

a rapid rate
1. Costly and labor intensive 

2. Rise of machine learning

Legislation is 

getting stricter 
Network and Information 

Security directive (NIS2) for 

EU to ensure a “high 

common level of 

cybersecurity by further 

strengthening cyber security 

requirements 



The New Cyber ‘Stakeholders’

Given the material increase in cyber threats, financial losses and brand impacts, there are more 

‘stakeholders’ than ever who seek to know about potential security exposures:

Hackers

• What vulnerabilities exist that 

can be exploited?

• How much ransomware will 

you pay?

• What type of data or 

intellectual property can be 

monetised?

Shareholders

• What preventative measures 

are in place today?

• How is cyber risk being 

addressed to prevent financial 

loss?

• How do cyber losses affect 

stock prices and profitability?

Underwriters

• Does the organisation achieve 

the minimum cyber controls?

• Are there cyber issues in open-

source feeds?

• What policy terms do we feel 

safe to provide?

Regulators

• What risk management 

strategies are in place to 

mitigate cyber event impact?

• How frequently are cyber 

events reported to the Board of 

Directors?

• What cybersecurity experience 

does the Board of Directors 

have?
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Cumulative Ransomware Frequency Growth by Month

Source: Risk Based Security, analysis by Aon. Data as of 1/1/2024; Claim count development may cause these figures to change over time

Proprietary & Confidential: The content, analysis and commentary included herein are understood to be the intellectual property of Aon. Further distribution, photocopying or any form of third-party transmission of this document in 

part or in whole, is not permitted without the express, written permission of Aon.

Ransomware in 2023 greatly exceed 2021, 

which was previously the largest frequency 

year for ransomware

Today’s Landscape
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Threat actors

Today’s Landscape



What is AI?
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What is Artificial Intelligence?

Computers comprehend 

texts/languages in the same 

way that humans do

Devices that can analyse

data and act on that data 

without involvement by 

humans

Machine Learning Natural Language 

Processing

AI Powered Tools

Artificial Intelligence (AI): the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that 

normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and 

translation between languages.

Find patterns in data and 

make predictions based on 

those patterns to answer 

business questions, detect 

and analyse trends, and 

solve problems

Machine Learning

94% of business leaders agree that AI is critical to success over the next 5 years

Source: Deloitte’s 5th Annual State of AI Report (2022)
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1950: Computing Machinery and 

Intelligence is published and asks 

the question, can machines think?

Evolution of Artificial Intelligence and Large Language Models

2023: Commercialisation 

of large language models 

arises

1956: Term artificial 

intelligence is first used

1980s: Neural networks 

become widely used in AI 

Applications
1997-2016: AI begins to 

beat humans in various 

games and tests

Machine

Learning

Connected 

Devices

Physical

Robots

SOURCE:

Oxford Dictionary

Davenport, T., & Kalakota, R. (2019, June). The potential for artificial intelligence in Healthcare. Future healthcare journal. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6616181/

What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?. IBM. (n.d.). https://www.ibm.com/topics/artificial-ntelligence#:~:text=At%20its%20simplest%20form%2C%20artificial,in%20conjunction%20with%20artificial%20intelligence.  

Artificial Intellgence (noun)
ar·ti·fi·cial in·tel·li·gence

the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as 

visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6616181/
https://www.ibm.com/topics/artificial-ntelligence#:~:text=At%20its%20simplest%20form%2C%20artificial,in%20conjunction%20with%20artificial%20intelligence
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AI 101:  The Lingo, Process, and Deployment

Legal Copy Helvetica Regular 8/9.6 Black

- AI works through process that involves data, algorithms, and most importantly, 

learning

- Process of how “The Machine” is built and used:

Data 

Collection

Data Pre-

Processing

Feature 

Extraction
Model 

Building
Training

Deployment 

and 

Feedback 

Loop



What does AI look like? 
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Question 2: Have you used Chat GPT Before? 
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Chat GPT, what is it? 
Let us hear from the Simpsons. 
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Examples of AI in the Food & 

Drink Industry
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The future of fast food?
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The future of Harvesting?



Generative AI — Emerging 

Risks and Insurance Market 

Trends
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Let's take a look at some examples. 

Ransomware Attacks

Trusted Vendor Compromise

Recipe Theft

Supply Chain Disruption

Ingredient Imbalance

Food Contamination

Spoilage Control Tampering

Label Fraud

Disruption of Food Traceability



Data Privacy and 
Confidential 
Information

Unreliable Model 
Training

Unintended AI 
Actions

IP/Confidential 
Information/Trade 

Secrets



Aon’s guide to managing 

Cyber Risk
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There is Nothing Linear About Cyber Security.

This is the guiding principle of the Cyber Loop, a risk 

management model that unites stakeholders to make 

better decisions around cyber risk.

Aon’s Cyber Loop model acknowledges that each 

organisation will be at a different place in its cyber risk 

journey: assess, mitigate, transfer, or recover. 

In a Loop model, businesses become informed 

participants in managing risk, engaged in continuous 

review, improvement, and investment in security – 

guided by data.

The Result. Sustained Cyber Resilience.



Question 3: If a claim arises tomorrow, do you understand the 

potential impact to the balance sheet and cash flow to the business?



Aon’s Cyber Impact Analysis | Cyber Risk Quantification

A proven analytics platform to model cyber exposures

Applying leading proprietary and industry data along with innovative analytics capabilities, the Cyber Impact Analysis platform develops unique 

insights on your balance sheet exposure from cyber risk. 

Outputs

▪ Understanding of financial exposure from cyber risk

▪ Identify “ economic value” (cost-benefit) of investment 

in cyber mitigation and transfer

▪ Inform decision making on whether to purchase 

insurance and most appropriate limit of cover/ 

structure

▪ Enhance Board understanding of shareholder value at 

risk associated with your cyber risk profile 

▪ Identify critical IT assets 

and the cyber risk events 

that could impact the 

client

▪ Collate and analyse 

relevant industry incident 

data to identify most likely 

threat actors and attack 

vectors

▪ Define the commercial 

impact of each cyber risk 

scenario

▪ Collate relevant exposure 

and financial information to 

support modelling 

▪ Collate and analyse relevant 

industry loss data to inform 

financial modelling of first 

and third party exposures

▪ Output is estimated 

maximum loss (“EML”) 

estimates associated with 

scenarios

▪ Insurability analysis

▪ Evaluate efficacy of 

existing policies

▪ Informs potential policy 

wordings / structures
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Compromised Assessment
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Question 4: Do you have a formal plan for what you would do in the 

event of a Cyber incident?

Have you got an IR firm on a retainer? 
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Cyber Services Retainer Benefits

Proprietary & Confidential

Breach 
Response

24/7/365 
Response

Pre-
negotiated 

T&C’s

Fixed 
Hourly 
Rates

Use 
Retainer 

Proactively

On-call access to digital 

forensic experts to help 

triage, analyse, contain, and 

recover organisational assets 

in response to an incident or 

breach.

Ability to react quickly via 

pre-negotiated terms and 

conditions with Aon’s Cyber 

Solutions, a premier incident 

response, investigations, and 

security advisory firm.

Pre-negotiated blended 

hourly rates for all work 

carried out.

Retainer can be 

utilised for other cyber 

security projects to 

make improvements to 

your cyber security 

posture.
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Artificial Intelligence: Insurance Coverage Gap Analysis





Client Success Stories
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Aon’s Cyber Risk Advisory provided an integrated approach, assessing potential loss areas and control vulnerabilities through a Cyber Quotient Evaluation Enterprise (CyQu), which 

assisted the client in identifying, measuring and managing their cyber risk exposure and Ransomware protection . 

The Challenge

• A multinational food and drink producer with manufacturing locations across the world was concerned about 

the IT dependency of their operations in the event of a cyber incident and its impact on the insurance 

eligibility. The client, therefore asked Aon Cyber Risk Advisory Team to support in assessing and 

understanding the business's critical cyber threats, communicating their security integration roadmap, 

ensuring that their cyber resilience was adequate to underwriter's request.

Solution

• Our Cyber Risk Advisory Team manages the construction of a robust strategy to identify key risk areas using 

CyQu to effectively and efficiently collect data needed to build a security roadmap to improve cyber posture 

and meet underwriting requirements.

• Assessment of the client’s cyber maturity posture across 9 Critical Domains using Aon’s Cyber Quotient 

Assessment (CyQu) and allowed comparison against industry peers. 

• Preparation of recommendations based on CyQu scores. Where Aon consolidated data from the CyQu and 

generated a bespoke recommendation to meet underwriting submission requirements for the client.

Result

• Aon delivered a detailed document with Performance Breakdown across nine 

security domains elaborating on the client's cyber posture across 35 sub-

domains.

• The report provides a comparison between the Client and its peers.

• The scores provided highlights vulnerabilities and prioritises based on 

underwriter's feedback.

• Recommendations were then presented to the client to support the business 

developing their cybersecurity roadmap.

The results of this engagement produced a valuable output for the client, 

which resulted in:

• The Security roadmap guided the client understand and build their cyber posture 

and overcome business critical threats.

• Recommendation helped the client to swiftly identify and execute available 

improvements and become ready for the underwriting submission.

Case Study 1: F&B Producer
Assessing Cyber Risk & Building a Roadmap
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Aon’s Cyber Risk (AGRC) and Broking teams provided an integrated approach, assessing potential losses through a Cyber Impact Analysis which enabled the client to make an informed 

decision regarding its risk transfer strategy.

The Challenge

• Insurance Manager instructed by top management to review cyber insurance as a priority initiative and asked how they 

should determine the appropriate limits & coverage.

• Aon was engaged to support the company determine the appropriate and proportionate insurance limit and assist in 

building a cyber underwriting submission, utilising our expertise to effectively articulate the company’s cyber risk to 

respective carriers.

Solution

• Assessment of the client’s cyber maturity posture to inform ‘severe yet plausible’ cyber risk scenarios.

• Thorough research on the client’s value and supply chains to facilitate discussions in stakeholder workshops.

• Creation of a variety of scenarios enabling Aon and the client to determine the 5 most critical scenarios to be 

quantified and then analysed against existing insurance coverage.

• The quantification covered first and third party losses including crisis & extra expenses, business interruption losses, 

contractual penalties and regulatory fines.

• Aon conducted an insurability gap assessment of the cyber risk exposures to differentiate between costs that were 

covered by the existing policy and costs that remained uninsured and retained by the business.

Result

• Aon’s analysis indicated that estimated maximum losses (EMLs) were 

greater than original policy limits, giving the client the necessary 

information to make data - informed decisions at renewal.

• Risk Transfer: Following completion of the Cyber Impact Analysis, our 

Cyber Risk Consultants project managed the construction of a robust 

cyber insurance underwriting submission, effectively and efficiently 

collecting data needed to meet underwriting requirements. 

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) were engaged to identify quick security 

wins and build out additional areas of the submission known to move 

the dial with underwriters and address specific areas of market 

scrutiny.

• Security Controls: Alongside a successful insurance renewal, Aon 

identified specific control areas of weakness for the client and provided 

recommendations to strengthen security in the most vulnerable areas. 

• Risk Management: The CIA identified that post application of 

insurance, exposures remained on the balance sheet. To minimise 

financial and operational loss, Aon proposed a Business Continuity 

methodology, aimed at maintaining operations through an event

Case Study 2: Supermarket Chain
Assessing & Transferring Cyber Risk



Q&A
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